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INTRODUCTION
The use of formal description techniques, in
particular standardised, are a prerequisite
for transformation of the descriptions into
other representations. These can be either a
step in the development process or a way to
analyse or dimensioning the qualities of the
system at an early stage.
The objective with this work is to formulate
a general (independent of description
technique) methodology for performance
analysis at an early stage. It shall,
however, be noted that as a side effect it is
possible to do functional analysis in a real
time model as well. A thorough presentation
of the methodology is given in Wohlin (1),
while a general introduction in terms of
modelling concepts is presented in Wohlin and
Rapp (2) and the implementation of an example
is discussed in more detail in Wohlin (3).
The main concern in this paper will be to
present some results in transforming SDL
system specifications into SDL descriptions
describing the original SDL system from a
performance viewpoint. SDL (Specification and
Description Language) has been standardised
by CCITT (4) as a suitable description
technique for telecommunication systems. An
introduction to SDL can be found in for
example Belina et al (5). It shall, however,
be observed that the methodology is not
dependent on SDL. The methodology in itself
is independent of description technique, and
SDL has only been chosen as a suitable
example based on experience and available
tools.
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This type of methodology for prototyping of
software systems is new, i.e. no similar
method has been found for any description
technique and in particular not for SDL. A
lot of work is going on concerning
prototyping in general and some of it is
related to SDL. The combination of software
metrics and SDL for performance prototyping
simulations seems, however, to be unique. The
main research concerning the methodology has
been performed at the Department of
Communication Systems at Lund Institute of
Technology, Sweden and it is presented in
(1). As part of a project within the Swedish
Research Programme in Information Technology
(No. 4) the methodology has been refined and
adapted to SDL and a tool prototype
supporting the methodology has been
developed. The prototype is based on the
existing tool environment SDT (SDL Design
Tool). SDT is described in Belina and Nilsson
(6) and TeleLogic (7), and the simulator is
described in more detail in Karlsson and Ek
(8). The project is also partly supported by
the Swedish Telecom.
This is the basis for the Performance
Prototyping Simulator, whose objective is to
provide a possibility to execute the system
descriptions written in SDL from a
performance point of view (as well as a real
time functional perspective) at an early
stage during the development. The methodology
can be used both to verify qualities of
software and systems at an early stage as
well as for capacity dimensioning of
telecommunication systems and services.
METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW
The methodology for performance analysis at
an early stage of the development of software
systems is based on that an analysis object
and its environment are identified, see
figure 1. The analysis object can be anything
between a software process and a complete
system.
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The basis for the methodology is that it is
possible to divide the problem domain into
three initially independent parts, i.e.
application software, architecture (e.g.
processors, busses, operating system) and the
surrounding of the analysis object, hereafter
denoted environment. These three aspects are
modelled in one model each, i.e. application
software - Use Process Model (UPM),
architecture - Queue Architecture Model (QAM)
and environment - Environment Demand Model
(EDM). The former, i.e. UPM, is to be
generated automatically from the application
software descriptions (in our particular case
SDL), while the QAM and the EDM are described
with simulation models formulated in SDL.
This type of simulation models have been used
succesfully during several years for
performance analysis. In the future it ought
to be possible to generate skeletons of the
QAM and the EDM respectively.
The three models are then put together to
form a simulation model of the system, i.e.
the Performance Prototyping Simulator. The
advantage with this concept compared to
traditional performance simulations is that
the actual behaviour of the software is
incorporated in the analysis at an early
stage, which seems utterly important since a
lot of the dynamic behaviour of the system is
described by the software. This means that
poor solutions can be detected and that
different solutions can be evaluated from a
performance viewpoint as well as functional
before final implementation. The methodology
makes it possible to do separate analysis of
the software, as well as doing a system
analysis, see analysis object above.
The introduction of this new concept for
early system verification both from a
functional viewpoint, but in particular from
a performance perspective which is the main
concern in this paper, requires additions to
existing tool environments or a new view when
developing tools. An overview of the steps
and the actions when implementing this new
approach to system verification is presented
in figure 2.
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It shall be noted that the numbers in the
figure refers to different steps to go
through. The steps, however, are not
completely related to the order, i.e. number
1 describes the way things are done today
while number 2 through 6 describes the new
approach. In the latter case the numbers are
in time order. The important thing to
remember is that there is no horizontal time
axis, i.e. the new approach 2-6 can be
performed long before the current way is
possible to go.
The numbers in the figure will be gone
through in some more detail below. The
meaning of the numbers can be summarised by;
1.
Ordinary (traditional) way. This is the
"normal" way in system development and
it will not be discussed any further.
2.
Applying transformation rules, section
3.
3.
Generation of Use Process Model (UPM)
from SDL, section 4.
4.
Generation of skeletons for the Queue
Architecture Model (QAM) and the
Environment Demand Model (EDM), section
5.
5.
Completion of the simulation model, UPM
(optional) respectively QAM and EDM
(mandatory), section 6.
6.
Performance (and functional) simulations
based on the new concept, section 7.
These steps will hopefully show the
opportunities and the advantages with the
proposed methodology for early verification
of performance and functionality.
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TRANSFORMATION RULES
One of the main objectives is to use the
system description, in for example SDL, to do
performance analysis. It is also the
objective that the system description has not
to be completely specified, for example tasks
and decision boxes may contain informal text.
The main structure of the system has to be
specified and the communication between
different entities, for example processes in
SDL. It is also possible to formulate a model
based on for example message sequence charts
(MSC). Independent of the chosen level to
apply this concept on it will require a
transformation of the original description
and metrics on for example execution times
for different symbols or parts, probabilities
for different paths if informal text is used
in a decision box and on input intensities
for different signals (i.e. the use of
different services). The transformations can
be divided into two separate areas;
description technique and handling of the
hierarchical structure (software executing on
architecture). Unfortunately, it is
impossible to describe the actual
transformations in any detail in a paper like
this. The presentation below is only meant to
give a flavour of the type of transformations
that is needed. The transformation rules are
presented in detail in (1).
SDL descriptions
The actual transformation of the original SDL
system consists of several activities. It is
determined which parts of the SDL system that
shall be transformed. The execution times for
different symbols are modelled as delays. The
decision boxes containing informal text are
transformed by using random numbers, i.e. the
user can decide the probability for different
paths and for each execution a random path is
chosen according to the probabilities given
by the user. Both the execution times and the
probabilities have to be known or estimated
from the system being developed or
experiences from earlier projects. As an
example of a transformation we will consider
the transformation of a task in an SDL
process, see figure 3.
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The task will remain after the transformation
if it contains a functional behaviour, i.e.
does not contain informal text. Independent
of the content of the task a procedure call
is added before the execution of the task.
This procedure is denoted the delay procedure
and one parameter is passed to the procedure,
i.e. the delay for the task. The length of
the delay has to be determined by the user of
the methodology, as a first approach every
symbol of the same type is assigned the same
delay. The procedure is also shown in figure
3. The procedure delays the execution for the
specified delay by use of the timer concept
in SDL. It shall be noted that all signals
are saved within the procedure, and the
reason is of course that the transformation
may not alter the original functional
behaviour.
Hierarchical processes (software architecture - environment)
The concept of hierarchical processes is
introduced to cope with that the transformed
software descriptions shall execute on a
simulation model of the architecture. The
latter is also described with SDL processes,
though it is a simulation model instead of a
system description.
The original SDL system is transformed into a
partial simulation model (UPM), in which the
modelling concepts from the methodology can
be found. A new system and new blocks are
generated. The new entities are connected
together with channels. The signals from the
original SDL system are transformed into a
form which supports the handling of
hierarchical processes, i.e. almost all
signals are sent via the architecture instead
of directly between the software processes as
specified in the SDL system.
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At each start of a new transition an
execution request procedure is called. The
procedure sends an execution request to the
architecture process modelling the processor
that the actual SDL process shall execute on.
The connection between the architecture and
the SDL processes is described with a general
data structure which content has to be
specified by the user at the start of the
simulation. This is further discussed in (1).
At the end of each transition a release
signal is sent to the architecture process.
GENERATION OF UPM
The transformation rules are being
implemented in a tool prototype within an
existing tool environment, i.e. SDT. The work
constitutes of writing a translator from
original SDL descriptions to new SDL
descriptions, which captures the original
behaviour as well as the performance aspect.
The rules are implemented through additions,
changes and deletions in the abstract syntax
tree from the original description or through
adding comments to the symbols in abstract
syntax tree or trough adding SDL/PR at the
end of the generated file. These three
approaches will be described briefly.
The abstract syntax tree
This is perhaps the most natural way of
changing the original description. It is
consequently the most common used approach.
In a typical case a search routine is used to
find the first occurrence of a particular
concept, another routine is used to add for
example the procedure calls discussed above,
after the addition to the tree the next
occurrence of the symbol is located until all
occurrences have been found.
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Comments to the abstract syntax tree
The transformation of SDL into new SDL makes
it possible to use the existing environment
in a way that is impossible when translating
to, for example, C or Ada. It is possible to
benefit from the fact that the generated
description can be put into the same
environment as the original description, i.e.
an existing analyser or code generator can be
used on the second "lap", see figure 2,
number 6. In our particular case this means
that we can benefit from that the generated
SDL is analysed when doing the second lap,
i.e. we can add "comments" (in SDL/PR
notation) to a node (without the comment
notation in SDL) in the abstract syntax tree
and then unparse the tree. This gives us a
file with SDL/PR and when putting this into
the analyser the text added as "comments" in
the tree is interpreted as SDL/PR code, which
means that we can add code in a much simpler
way than creating the corresponding nodes in
the abstract syntax tree. This approach is
particular useful when adding several lines
of code after a specific symbol in the
abstract syntax tree.
Adding SDL/PR
A third possible way to do transformations is
to add SDL/PR code directly to the unparsed
file, i.e. the file that is generated from
the complemented abstract syntax tree. This
approach is particularly useful when code
shall be added at the end of the file, for
example the two procedures discussed above
can be added in this way. The generation of
skeletons for the Queue Architecture Model
and the Environment Demand Model, which will
be discussed next, will also be quite simple
by using this method.
GENERATION OF SKELETONS FOR QAM AND EDM
First, it shall be observed, as pointed out
above as well, that the Queue Architecture
Model and the Environment Demand Model are
described with SDL. These are, however,
simulation models in another sense than the
Use Process Model.
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Currently no skeletons are generated for the
QAM and the EDM. It will, however, be
possible to generate parts of these models,
in particular those parts of the models that
models the interfaces between the different
modelling concepts. For example, the data
structure describing how the software
processes are distributed in the
architecture, as well as the coupling between
the environment and the system (architecture
and software).
COMPLETION OF THE SIMULATION MODEL
The completion of the generated model covers
two main aspects, i.e. additions or changes
to the generated Use Process Model and
completion of the simulation models of the
architecture and the environment
respectively.
Changing the UPM
It shall not be necessary to change the
generated UPM, but the user shall be able to
do so if desired. It may happen that it is
necessary to change the generated UPM due to
the measurements. As an example it can be
mentioned that in the example below one of
the objectives was to measure the load of the
different process types on the processors.
This meant that it was necessary to introduce
a new variable to keep track of the type of
the different process instances that executed
on the processor to be able to sum up the
total execution time of a specific process
type. Several other situations can probably
occur, but the important thing is that the
user is allowed to alter the generated UPM.
The user is, however, not advised to change
in the UPM if it is a change in the system
description, on the contrary the user shall
alter in the specification and the regenerate the UPM
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Adding information to the simulation model of
the QAM and the EDM
Today this "addition" means formulating all
of the simulation models, but in the future
it ought to be possible to generate the
skeletons as discussed above. The formulation
of the QAM and the EDM means consequently
that the models have to be formulated from
scratch. The user is supposed to describe the
architecture and the behaviour of the
environment with SDL. It is not possible to
model all details in the architecture and the
environment, but the important thing is to
capture the main behaviour or the soul
principles.
PERFORMANCE PROTOTYPING SIMULATION
The performance prototyping simulation is
then performed through using the existing
tool environment on the generated code, see
figure 2. The usefulness of the methodology
is best seen through an example. The example
has been presented in more detail in (1) as
well as in (3). In this paper we will only
try to point out the main results from the
execution of the obtained simulation model.
The perhaps most important conclusion from
the example is not the actual results, but
the fact that it is possible to generate,
complement and execute a simulation model
based on this concept.
The execution of the simulation model gives
two interesting results; 1) functional
simulation results from a real time model and
2) performance analysis results.
Functional result. A race between two signals
is discovered, i.e. the behaviour of the
system becomes different depending on the
order of two signals. Due to the delay in the
architecture it may happen that a terminate
signal has not reached the receiving instance
before it sends a signal to the process that
has terminated. This leads to a dynamic error
in the simulation. The original SDL system
has been specified so that under some
circumstances this will occur. Specifically
the problem arises for high loads. A redesign is therefore necessary to cope with
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this problem, which would have been difficult
to find without simulation.
Performance results. The results from the
performance part of the simulation depend on
what is specified by the user. The
measurements are specified by the user of the
system when complementing the generated
simulation model by the Queue Architecture
Model, the Environment Demand Model and some
general processes that governs the
simulation. The latter has not been discussed
earlier, but it is necessary to have some
general processes for starting the simulation
and perhaps for making measurement. These
type of processes are quite simple to
formulate and they will not be any problem
for the user.
All in all it has been shown that it is
possible to obtain interesting simulation
results from applying the proposed simulation
concept. We are able to obtain information
about the performance and the functional
behaviour of the SDL specification before
implementing a faulty or poor solution.
These early warnings and possibilities of
changing instead of being surprised when the
project fails during the test phase will soon
become a necessity. The formal description
techniques form the basis for methods for
early verification as the one presented. It
can from the example be concluded that the
proposed methodology can be implemented in an
existing tool set for SDL. The presentation
has shown that rules can be formulated for
transforming and generating the Use Process
Model processes from the original SDL
descriptions. It has also been shown that the
generated processes can be complemented with
descriptions of the architecture and the
environment, and it has in particular been
shown that the modelling concepts can be
connected together. The three proposed
modelling concepts (UPM, QAM and EDM) are
valuable, since they let the user concentrate
on one aspect at the time and then at the end
connect them together. The methodology will
therefore be a valuable contribution to the
possibilities of doing early performance
analysis and functional verification of
software systems, independent of the chosen
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description technique, i.e. SDL has only been
used as an example.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Formal and standardised description
techniques, as SDL, provide an excellent
opportunity for automatic transformations to
other representations. The other
representation can either be a step in the
development life cycle or a special
representation for evaluating one or several
qualities of the system. The qualities of the
systems of today is becoming a critical issue
as the systems are getting larger and more
complex. This means that techniques and
methods for analysis of system qualities are
needed to stay in control of the software
system being developed.
This paper has considered how the SDL system
specifications can be used for evaluating the
performance of the system at an early stage.
It has been discussed which parameters that
have to be extracted from the descriptions
and how the system specifications can be
transformed into a model describing the
system from a performance perspective. The
method of automatic transformation of SDL
into performance models for simulation is
being implemented into a tool prototype.
The methodology provides a basis for;
•
identifying software bottlenecks at an
early stage
•
evaluating different distributions of
software processes in an architecture
•
studying the introduction of new
services in an existing system (network)
•
examining different architectures
ability to execute a given software
description
•
identifying system bottlenecks
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These issues will become important aspects as
the demands on new services and systems grow
in the same time as the requirements on short
lead times and higher productivity continue
to grow. Part of the solution to these
problems is most certainly to put more
emphasis on the early phases of the system
life cycle through introduction of formal
techniques and methods that support different
aspects of the development process. It is
believed that methods for automatic
translations of formal specifications into
other representations will be one of the key
issues to cope with the productivity and
quality problems of software systems. The
presented methodology provides an opportunity
to tackle the problem of early verification
of both performance and functionality, as
well as for doing capacity dimensioning of a
network.
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